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About This Game

Your favorite YouTuber and Streamer PsiSyn is back again with another adventure called the PsiSyn: The Game, where all
your favourite memes and moments from PsiSyn come to life in the form of a video game!

PsiSyn: The Game is a first person shooter that uses unique movement and weapons on various maps and gamemodes.

Learn the movement to gain advantages over other player's. The movement is very advanced with features such as strafing and
bhopping for that true FPS feel.

Play gamemodes like Deathmatch and Gun Game. Future gamemodes will include Search and destroy and infected!
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Play in stunning locations around the world! For example you could play in the radiated exclusion zone of Chernobyl, or in the
empty scorching desert of Iraq.

Use real weapons or some questionable looking ones.

Create the perfect loadout with an insane amount of options!
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Title: PsiSyn: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FossettGaming, Breeze Interactive
Publisher:
PsiSyn Enterprises
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: CPU 1.7 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10, Shader Model 4 compliant graphics cards (GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB, GeForce GTS 250, etc)

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-bit only

English
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I can highly recommend this VR game! I have played it more than 1 hour and it has never been boring. It's a bit tricky to get
through the riddles, but it makes it more challanging than most other games. However, the riddles are logical. What I
particularly liked was the clear explanation on the features in the beginning. It's implemented like an open world game, but it
appears like an escape room game. I bearly hit the chaperone borders (my room is approx. 3.20x3m), I never felt caged.. A free
game that isn't a mobile port.
A good take on bomberman.
Nice colorful graphics.
Fun times.. PROS

-There is an improvement of the dialog over the main game Arcania. The possessed human's are colorful.
-Worth getting if you plan to play it right after Aracania, AND if you buy it for 75% off or more.
-You can import your high level character from Arcania. You keep all the gear and cash which is nice, and almost feels like
cheating.

CONS

-Very short. It has a short main story, and several really mini side missions.
-Map tracking wasn't improved. But since the environments are smaller than the original game it's less likely you'll have to
google where your mission is.. Very repetitive and boring after a few levels. The art work is good, and the campaign takes about
2 hours to finish. If you get it in a bundle or dirt cheap then it's worth playing some just to see the artwork. Not worth the
Standard $7 price tag.. I got this in my Vive bundle. It's 20$? Really? It's not really worth that. The gameplay is very shallow.
Worst of all, the long weapons can't be held with both hands (as far as I can tell). Nothing worse than shooting a shotgun or
asault rifle one handed. And then it auto reloads.

On top of that, it's really grindey in order to unlock the guns. I wouldn't mind so much if the gameplay was more fun.

Would not recommend for 20$, at all.. worth the money spent on this game. best game ever to play with your friends in the
same room. thumbs up for the dev. Not worth it even for $0.99 unless you like to get rude and snarky replies from a dev who
thinks too highly of themselves. Don't bother leaving bug reports or suggestions, or you'll end up like the fish in this game (so so
the dev seems to think).

When I played this, it was basically unplayable. Hunger decreased too quickly, your fish moved too slowly. It was not fun and
was just stressful.

Def do NOT recommend.
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An excellent hack'n'slash game- enfuriating, exciting and adrenaline- pumping randomly generated indie action that'll keep you
hooked just so you can try amd beat it so you can say "screw you" to the developers for making such a tricky game :). One of
the very few games and devs I'm willing to give extra money to. The devs behind this game are super responsive and won't
hesitate to take player's feedback into serious consideration.

naw jk lol i just bought it for the cutouts lmao. Bought this on a lark, mostly because of the art style (which is beautiful and
unique). It's a bit short (nothing wrong with that per se) and I would've loved for it to be longer, hell I'd take a sequel just to
figure out what your character is or even just more about this world and the sects of magic. The two love interests are
completely different from each other and you have the option to censor or just say no entirely to the *ahem* scenes (nothing is
overly graphic regardless). The music adds to the whimsical feel the art has and the fact that the VN has animations just makes
it far more interesting than just having changing facial expressions.

There are a few typos in the English version, but nothing that makes it terrible to read. I rather liked the writing style. There is
one section I hope they patch eventually as it could cause problems with certain people (the dialogue box flashes\/stutters
through a section of dialogue during the ritual and the game doesn't even register the super speedy lines in the history) and
sometimes it doesn't recognize mouse clicks or the cursor changes to a regular cursor though that is truly minor.

I'd say give this little darling otome game a whirl if only for the chance to punch a Necromancer :D. I would love to recommend
this. IF IT BLOODY WORKED!. If you like Gradius, you will like this game, they have alot in common.. It's boring. It's
godawfully boring. I'm sure that most anyone who's considering this game has read the other reviews- which nullifies my two
cents...but... I have to warn potential buyers anyways. I honestly think Farming Simulator 15 is a better purchase. But all this
opinion is useless if I don't say why. So, let me start off. I got this from the Humble Bundle (despite this, still a wonderful
organization, I recommend it totally.) Which means I paid what I wanted for it. It wasn't even worth it if I paid a single cent. The
only redeeming factors was that I got other better games from the bundle.

On a first glance, looks interesting. A nice little farming simulator. I figured I could have some fun, set up some automated
chains, so on and so forth until I built a budding farming empire. I pursued this dream for as long as it took to install the game,
run it, and then play a bit of tutorial and freeplay. Then, having gotten bored from waiting for my crop to grow, watering it,
picking a random pesticide because the game asked me to, and then watch a little harvester make it vanish, and suddenly I had
some crops, which I could then click a button to make them turn into money. Maybe...just maybe that would've been
acceptable...if that wasn't the entirety of the game. There was no point in doing anything past that. Money was pointless. I could
make a new building for something or other, but there wasn't really a reason to. I could try to make more money just for the
point of having it, but it's not fulfilling in the slightest. Instead, I'd wish for my time back.

The point I'm trying to make is, the most satisfying thing this game (and from what I've seen, the company in general) can give
you is the satisfaction of uninstalling it, and never bothering to install it again. I've not checked the developers forums, or
anything of the like, but I see no signs thus far of any developer response to the community, no updates to try and make the
game better. Just a quick cash in with a cheap boring game with no substance.

However, all that said, all the malice I have for the game said and done, I'm happy to change my opinion and review if the
developers provide something to respond to the community- anything to prove that they actually care about the game and its
players. Otherwise, don't waste your money on this game. It doesn't deserve it, and its just sending the message that this game
and other cash cows can get away with giving the consumers nothing of any real value. It's sh*t, and it's not even good enough to
fertilize the cash crops its supposed to bring in.. Retro Graphics but a very challenging game ahahaha hard to beat lol lol. AAA
quality Arcade game on rails!
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